Numerology Studies

The Psychodynamic Numerology -
The Human Body method
There are two formats of study I offer:

One on one private lessons - this format allows you to study at your own pace and advance according to your own will and capacity. You get my full attention and guidance.

Private lessons take place via Skype or by person.

Group lessons - this format is designed for small intimate groups of either 4 or 6 people. This format allows you to have more interaction with others while studying. The small group ensures to keep a high standard of teaching.

Group lessons take place by person only.

Numerology studies fit as:
* a hobby
* a major profession
* an additional diagnostic tool for your existing job
What is Numerology?
Numerology is an ancient system that has been used for thousands of years by different cultures for diagnosis, spiritual consultation and guidance and also personal and collective divination. It's origins are not really clear, however it has clearly been used by various cultures that had no direct connection to one another. Numerology derives it's information from a person's full name and date of birth.

Nowadays the genius mathematician Pythagoras is considered to be the father of western numerology. In his life, Pythagoras called it: the science of numbers. Numbers are not just a lifeless mathematical value but are living energetic vibrations, representatives of cosmic energies and essences that compose us and direct our destiny.

What can you do with Numerology?
Numerology enables you to receive a deep, accurate and rich understanding of yourself and your loved ones. It reveals your life's journey and purpose and helps you change destructive habits and walk the path you were destined for. As a consultation tool you can answer simple and big questions alike. For example: "What is my destiny? What are my highest potentials?" or "How can I deal with my relationship issues? What career is best for me?" and so on.
Numerology as a system for spiritual development

The way I teach numerology is aimed at spiritual growth and awakening of the soul. Learning this method will allow you to gain an incomparable understanding of yourself and your loved ones. It will help you liberate yourself from blockages and beliefs that hinder your full flowerering. You will naturally be able to give the same to others.

By studying numerology you will learn a system that develops your right and left brain - intuition and logic and thus strengthen your brain as a whole. In addition you will be able to uplift human consciousness and help people live with more joy and less inner conflict - what a great honor that is!

During the course you will have the opportunity to:
* Have a deep understanding of your numerological chart and that of your loved ones.
* Go through a personal process of soul awakening.
* Receive weekly answers to your ongoing study questions.
* Get tools to help any person make clear and accurate decisions.
* Receive a monthly numerology guidance from me for your journey.
The Studies are composed of 2 stages:

**First Stage** - gives you the basic foundation for numerological diagnosis. You will be introduced to the Human Body method, its main calculations and a deep understanding of the numbers in the different locations.

**Course duration: 13 lessons**

**Second Stage** - here you will enter deeply into numerological reading and diagnosing. You will learn to integrate the calculations and build a diagnostic picture. You will learn how to give correct guidance to a person and how to create a detailed numerological chart.

**Course duration: 18 lessons**

* The number of lessons may change in private studies.
Syllabus - First Stage

Lesson 1 – Numbers 1-3
Lesson 2 – Numbers 4-6
Lesson 3 – Numbers 7-9
Lesson 4 – Number 0
Lesson 5 – Introduction to the Human Body Method and the various locations
Lesson 6 – The Major Heart number: Inborn qualities, the core temperament and major life destiny
Lesson 7 – The Secondary Heart number: Inborn skills and talents and secondary life destiny
Lesson 8 – The Head Number: Aspirations, ideals, way of thinking
Lesson 9 – The Hands number: Acquired skills and abilities, ways of expression and capacities for action
Lesson 10 – The Legs number: Outer personality, our protective mechanism
Lesson 11 – The Maturity number & The Tension number
Lesson 12 – Harmony and disharmony in the numerological chart – pros and cons
Lesson 13 – Cycles, Pinnacles and Challenges
Syllabus - Second Stage

Lesson 1 – Aspects of life in the human body chart. Head+Legs numbers: our social image and ways of social connection
Lesson 2 – Head+Hands numbers: The aspect of career and our choices for self fulfillment
Lesson 3 – Head+Heart numbers: The aspect of intimacy and our choices related to partnership
Lesson 4 – Heart+Hands numbers: Integration of the personality and self identity
Lesson 5 – Heart+Legs numbers: Ways of emotional expression and the aspect of sexuality
Lesson 6 – Hands+Legs numbers: ways for expressing our personal skills and potentials. Keys for success.
Lessons 7, 8, 9, 10 – Harmony and disharmony between every pair of numbers: Integration of the different aspects of life. Blocked areas, flowing areas, potential traumas.
Lesson 11 – The Karma chart: The lessons and skills a person carries with them from previous lifetimes.
Lesson 12 – Short term periods: The personal year, the personal month, the personal week, the personal day.
Lesson 13 – The meaning of the first and last names.
Lessons 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 – The master numbers: 11/2, 22/4, 33/6, 44/8, 55/1
The Karmic numbers: 13/4, 14/5, 16/7, 19/1

First Stage Cost: 690€ / 810€  * Includes a half-year subscription to the Human Body Online numerology software.
Second Stage Cost: 910€ / 1150€

* Studies take place via Skype or by person
* Prices are for Group or Private studies accordingly.
* All Skype lessons are recorded and will be sent to the student upon request or at the end of the course.
* Private lessons are 1-hour long / Group lessons are 2-hours long.
* People who sign up to the First and Second stages at once, will receive a discount of 60€.

For more details and registration:

tomeckertberlin@gmail.com

Tom Eckert - Numerology Expert and Spiritual Guide.

www.tom-eckert.com
"Numbers are the highest degree of knowledge. It is knowledge itself."

- Plato